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 Ethics Class – Looking to the Amish 



 As technology improves, machines replace 

people and automation replaces interaction 

 

 Street Vendors    Vending Machines 

Milkman   Pasteurization and 

    refrigeration   

 Bank teller       ATM  

 Amazon   Online shopping 

 Amazon Go  Clerkless grocery store 

 



 The miniaturization and personalization of 

technology cuts us off from others and from 

ordinary interactions.   

 

 Cinema   family TV in living room

 personal LED TV’s in each bedroom  

   

 Live concert   family record player 

or radio   boom box   Walkman 

      iPod with ear buds 

    

 

 



 Phone  Smartphone 

 

 Today we carry with us not just phones but 

computers with internet 



Our smartphones operate as portable shields, 

isolating us from human contact and 

interaction 

With isolation:  love dies, empathy and 

sympathy disappear, estrangement and 

loneness increase 



 “The smartphone is causing a social reversal:  
the desire to be alone in public and never 
alone in seclusion.” Tony Reinke 

 

We check our smartphones once every 4.3 
minutes of our waking lives  

 

 A British study showed that while 6 in 10 
parents worried that their children spend too 
much time in front of a screen, 7 in 10 
children worry that their parents are the 
ones who are plugged in and tuned out 

 



 Visit to Restaurant 

 

 Visit to the Hospital 

 

Wait room at Ann Davis 

 

My Couples Clients fight about this all the 

time 



 Status Anxiety – what will people think of 

me?  

 

We become like what we “LIKE” 

 

 LIKES 

 Digital narcissism 

 Selfies 

 Materialism 

 



Disconnection Anxiety – I connect, therefore 

I am 

 Smartphones were suppose to cure 

loneliness. But we can always be lonely, even 

in a crowd, even a digital crowd.  

Our smartphones have the ability to connect 

us to friends, but also decouples us from 

expectations of real-life engagement and the 

people around us = the neglect of those 

around us 



 FOMO - Fear Of Missing Out  

 Always on the look out for the next big thing.  

Coined in 2004 

Nomophobia – no-mobile-phone phobia.  

 

 



Disconnection in the home – home but not 

present 

Distracted by rings, dings, beeps, and buzzes 

 Increased potential for affairs 

 Porn 

 Emotional Affairs 

 Flirt Apps 

 





 Think like the Amish? 

 

Use phones as a tool or they will use you 

 

 Come up with family guidelines for phone 

usage that everyone follows 

 Central place for phones to go in home 

 Don’t bring phones into the bedroom 

 Phones are not private 

 Time limits on phone time 

 Apps to monitor phone usage  
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